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Definitions
http://www.thefreedictionary.com

• Stakeholder
– Noun: a person or group not owning shares in an 

enterprise but having an interest in its operations, 
such as the employees, customers, or local 
community 

– Adjective: relating to policies intended to allow people 
to participate in decisions made by enterprises in 
which they have a stake

• Engagement (7th definition on list) - the act of 
sharing in the activities of a group
– involvement, participation
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Water Planning Should Engage a Broad 
Set of Stakeholders
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Challenges to Engaging the Full Range of 
Stakeholders in Water Planning

• Complexity of the issues
• Commitment

– Who has the responsibility?
– Is the responsibility embraced?

• Customized approach may be required, 
depending on the stakeholder type and the 
issues.  One size does not fit all!
– Surveys, focus groups, workshops, etc.

• Communication mechanisms and frequency
• Cost

– Effective engagement is expensive in terms of time 
and dollars.  Who pays?
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Should we engage more in water 
planning at the state level?

“Your [ADWR’s] 
Water Atlas is 
certainly a good 
start, but I 
agree with you 
that Arizona 
needs to take it 
a step farther… 
and now is the 
time.” 
Out of state observer, 
March 2009
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Questions about Planning to Ponder
• If we don’t take advantage of the Water Atlas’ up-to-date 

assembly of data, will we be missing an opportunity to 
understand better the implications of where we are 
heading? 

• Can we use development of the Fourth Management 
Plans to launch a statewide effort? 

• Do we have the capacity to develop a state water plan, 
given the shortage of financial resources and the great 
demands on staff resources at ADWR? 

• Do we have the political will to consider the many difficult 
questions associated with future water supplies and how 
to pay for them?

• Can we afford not to develop a state water plan? 
• Do the complexities necessitate taking a big-picture 

look? 
• If the collective will to develop a plan materialized, could 

we establish a process for developing the plan that is 
inclusive and transparent? 
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Please share your thoughts!

Sharon Megdal
smegdal@cals.arizona.edu

Or jot them down and leave with evaluation 
forms at the end of the conference.

Thanks in advance!!

mailto:smegdal@cals.arizona.edu
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